
Class:  

Date:  

Time:

Cost:

Project: (In Book)

Class Description:

Sewing machine with presser foot and/or 1/4” foot

Sewing machine needles

Seam ripper 

Seam gauge or tape measure 

Sewing scissors 

Pins

Rotary cutter- either 45mm or 60mm with new 
blade

Rotary ruler 

Thread to match project

Project Supplies

We will be glad to help you with your fabric selection and any other supplies that you might need.      
* There is a 15% discount on this price to students for all your class supplies and fabrics.

To ensure that we can devote the full class time to learning and having fun, please stop in 
before the class date for your supplies.  Looking forward to seeing you in class!

2948 N. Clarkson, Suite B 
Fremont NE  68025  (402) 727-7869

      
Open Fri. 10-5 Sat. 9-5 Sun. 12-5 Mon. 2-7

ilovesewing@mail.com  www.ilovesewingonline.com

Basic Class Supplies

Zippy Strippy 

Sept. 25, 2010

9:00 am to 5:00 pm

$25, plus book and supplies, Lunch Included

Zippy Strippy pp. 47

Stack-n-Whackipedia 10th Anniversary

Sku. 102118 $26.95*

 Have you  seen a great fabric and love the colors but don’t know what to 

   do with the large print or repeated patterns?  Stack-n-whack is the answer!  This is a great 

quilt choice for learning this technique.  Take those random patterns and make them 

kaleidoscope into unique hexagon blocks. Use a great stripe  or symmetrical print between 

the hexagon columns, or set off the pieced blocks with columns of elegant quilting. This is a

fun technique!
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- Flower Head

Rotary mat  17”x23”  

6”x24”

Creative Grids 60° Triangle - 8” sku 100050 $17.95 

or any triangle ruler with one tip squared off.

Fabric:
Main Design fabric:  
If design repeat is : 

You will need this 

            

6”-10”   11”-14”   15”-17”  18”-26”over 26”

3-3/4    2-5/8     3-1/8    4-7/8    6 repeatsmany yards: 

Setting Triangles/inner hexagon sashing  1-3/8yds

Outer Sashing for hexagon columns           7/8 yd

Strips between hexagon columns              2-1/4yds

Backing (pieced lengthwise)                        4    yds

Binding (2-1/2” strips crosswise)                3/4 yd

Optional - template material

Skill Level: Easy
Finished Block 8”x9-1/4”
Quilt Approx. 59”x74”

Sample uses Amy Butler’s Love


